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ABSTRACT

Coherent vibrations detected in optical experiments can offer insights into material properties and electronic interactions, but also yield
complex time-dependent optical signatures, especially in hybridized systems. Here, we adapt techniques from studies on vibrational wave
packets in molecules to analyze the optical signatures of coherent acoustic phonons in nanoparticles. This strategy enables us to better under-
stand the implications of energetic changes induced by coherent phonons. We then apply this approach to systems that target coherent
acoustic phonons as a route to modulate plasmon-exciton coupling and compare the results to theoretical calculations. Taken together, the
described approach provides an intuitive, simple means of analyzing future systems and facilitates attempts to utilize, rather than simply
observe, nanomaterial phonon modes.

https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5116836

Following impulsive electronic excitation of a nanoparticle, a
portion of that energy can be converted rapidly to lattice motion via
the generation of phonons. When phonons of a specific frequency are
launched significantly faster than their period, coherent (in phase)
oscillations in particle geometry can occur which often modulate the
optical properties.1–18 In particular, low-energy acoustic phonons in
finite-size nanoparticles, which typically present challenges for con-
ventional Raman spectroscopy to detect, can be characterized in the
time domain enabling unique insights into the material properties.11,12

Additionally, these phonon modes can be affected by small mass
changes and used to perform mass sensing with up to yoctogram
resolution.13,14 Recently, it has been observed that coherent phonons
can modulate electronic coupling between systems.3,19,20 Particularly of
note are hybrid materials that exhibit plasmon-exciton coupling21–23

which can be modified by phonons to yield oscillatory plasmonic-
excitonic nanomaterials (OPENs).3 As the field advances, it should be
possible to use the induced changes in electronic properties in other
contexts such as manipulating electron or energy transfer to or from
nanomaterials.

Coherent acoustic phonons are typically characterized by analyzing
optical transient absorption (TA) spectra to determine the frequencies

of the populated phonon modes. While this approach reveals the
frequency of the mechanical changes, it does little to clarify the elec-
tronic implications of this phenomenon. Occasionally, a more sophisti-
cated transient spectral analysis is used wherein at every time point, the
TA spectrum is fit to the difference of the ground state spectrum and a
spectrally shifted excited-state spectrum which can be used to quantify
particle expansion along a phonon mode.15,16,18 However, this requires
optical spectra with simple line shapes. Systems that take advantage of
the induced electronic changes, such as OPENs, exhibit substantially
more complex spectra with multiple peaks and highly asymmetric spec-
tral features which confound this type of analysis.3

Here, we present a strategy for analyzing these more complex sys-
tems derived from previous methods used in analyzing vibrational
wave packets in molecular systems.24–31 This technique, which we
refer to as oscillation associated spectrum (OAS) analysis, determines
the phase andmagnitude of the oscillatory dynamics at each individual
wavelength to reveal information about the underlying phenomenon.
We begin by describing the technique when analyzing gold bipyramid
transient spectra—a prototypical ensemble that exhibits well-defined
coherent acoustic phonons.3,14,17,18 In addition to agreeing with con-
ventional understanding of this system, OAS provides additional
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insights from deconvoluting ensemble inhomogeneity. We proceed by
demonstrating that this technique can extract effects of phonons in
OPENs which agree well with theoretical calculations. We conclude by
discussing other contexts where OAS is particularly advantageous.
Moving forward, OAS can help facilitate design of systems that take
advantage of phonon-induced electronic changes, e.g., phase-
controlled applications.

Figure 1(a) shows a two dimensional TA map (TA signal vs
wavelength and pump-probe delay) of a typical ensemble of gold
bipyramids excited on their localized surface plasmon resonance
(LSPR). Following the generation of phonons through electron-
phonon coupling,1,2 the spectra are dominated by two phenomena.
First, heating of the lattice causes the plasmon resonance to broaden
and redshift. Second, coherent acoustic phonons produce oscillations
in LSPR energy. This bipyramidal phonon mode is known to involve
elongation of the long axis and shortening of the short axis and vice
versa. As the particles expand and contract, the LSPR red shifts and
blue shifts, respectively, resulting in the observed periodic behavior. To
characterize the effects dominated by coherent acoustic phonons, we
begin by subtracting away the nonoscillatory components of the data.
To this end, we made use of the matrix pencil method to model expo-
nential decays and damped oscillations simultaneously as a sum of
complex exponentials at each wavelength, using information theoretic
criteria to determine the optimal number of exponential functions.32

By modeling both oscillatory and nonoscillatory components simulta-
neously, these signals can be more cleanly separated. The resulting 2D
TA map isolating the oscillatory component is displayed in Fig. 1(b).
Notably, the magnitude of the oscillations is distinct from the ampli-
tude of the overall transient signal. Furthermore, there is a nodal line
near the static extinction maximum (denoted by a dashed gray line)
representing a change of phase in the oscillations. This phase reversing
behavior is also observed for acoustic phonons in other nanomaterials
including nanospheres and nanorods.4,15

To gain a more quantitative understanding, we performed
Fourier transformations at every wavelength as is commonly done
in analyzing vibrational wave packets in molecular systems.24–30

Averaged together, the maximum Fourier transform magnitude here
occurred at a frequency of 28.7GHz (period of 34.8 ps, FWHM of
9.0GHz). Figure 2(a) demonstrates how the phases of the oscillations
vary with the wavelength at this frequency. To better illustrate trends,
these phases are reported relative to a frequency-dependent reference
phase to yield

h0 k; fð Þ ¼ h k; fð Þ � h0 fð Þ;

where k is the wavelength, f is the oscillation frequency, and h0, h, and
h0 are the reported, observed, and reference phases, respectively. We
here use the convention that h0 ¼ 0 corresponds to the particle being
expanded along its long axis at time zero, consistent with initial parti-
cle expansion following photoexcitation. Theoretical calculations show
the expansion results in the LSPR red-shifting which increases extinc-
tion at photon energies lower than the LSPR. Thus, we define h0 as

h0 fð Þ ¼

ðkend

kmax

h k; fð Þdk

kend � kmax
:

In this case, kmax ¼ 690nm and kend ¼ 714nm. We specifically dis-
play cos(h0) as it outputs a value of 1 if a feature is perfectly in phase
with initial particle expansion and –1 if it is out of phase. This change
in the oscillation phase is sharp and well-defined as a result of the
behavior originating from a single phenomenon: coherent phonons
simultaneously cause some regions to increase in extinction and other
regions to decrease. This simplicity in phase behavior enables phonon-
induced changes in extinction to be spectrally described by multiplying
the relative phase with the Fourier transform magnitude. We refer to
the resulting product as the afore-mentioned oscillation associated
spectra (OAS) because these describe the spectral changes induced by
the vibrations in analogy to the decay associated spectra that describe
how electronic excited states change the optical properties of a molecu-
lar system.33–35 This method for calculating the OAS is equivalent to
taking the real-part of the Fourier-transformed signal where the phase
origin has been set to h0. Mathematically,

OAS k; fð Þ ¼ Re F t DA k; tð Þ½ � � e�ih0 fð Þ
� �

;

where DA k; tð Þ is the observed change in the absorbance of the sample
at wavelength k after time t following photoexcitation of the LSPR,
F t DA k; tð Þ½ � is the Fourier transform with respect to t of DA k; tð Þ to

FIG. 1. (a) A 2D TA map of a photoexcited bipyramid ensemble with an LSPR of
677 nm indicated with a dashed gray line. (b) A TA map following subtraction of
nonoscillatory dynamics from panel A with the static LSPR maximum indicated by a
dashed gray line.

FIG. 2. (a) Relative phase cos h0ð Þ of bipyramid oscillations at a period of 34.8 ps.
(b) Normalized extinction spectrum of the bipyramid ensemble (solid black), the
derivative of that spectrum with respect to photon energy (dashed black), and
the OAS (solid red). Inset: the extinction spectrum plus (red) and minus (blue) the
OAS. (c) 2D map of the OAS spectrum vs oscillation period with contour lines.
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yield DA k; fð Þ and Re is the real-part function. The inclusion of phase
information in analyzing oscillatory dynamics, as in the OAS
approach, is not frequently applied in molecular systems as their phase
behavior is more complex; OAS best describes phase shifts that are
exactly p. Rather, OAS uses the same underlying logic as the damped
oscillation associated spectra, although the simpler phase behavior of
acoustic phonons in a nanomaterial makes the implementation and
interpretation much simpler.31

The OAS of this sample at a frequency of 28.7GHz (34.8 ps
period) is shown in Fig. 2(b). As acoustic phonons cause a plasmonic
particle to expand and contract, often it is assumed that the plasmon
resonance red shifts and blue shifts while retaining the same general
structure. With a constant peak structure, the extinction at any given
wavelength will be determined by its proximity to the extinction maxi-
mum. Therefore, as coherent acoustic phonons cause the LSPR to
shift, the extinction at any given wavelength will change based on its
updated proximity to the extinction maximum. The magnitude of this
change will be proportional to how extinction changes with relative
proximity to the LSPR, which are equivalent to the changes in energy.
In terms of observables, the amplitude of extinction changes resulting
from oscillations in LSPR energy should be proportional to the deriva-
tive of the static extinction spectrum with respect to energy. This trend
is evident in Fig. 2(b), where the OAS matches up well with the deriva-
tive of the static extinction with respect to energy. In the inset, we
demonstrate how the extinction spectrum would change if it was solely
affected by coherent acoustic phonons by adding (red) or subtracting
(blue) the OAS from the static extinction spectrum. Unsurprisingly,
the resulting spectra simply suggest the LSPR is red shifting and blue
shifting. Peak broadening or red shifting from incoherent heating both
contradict the assumptions in our discussion and could create differ-
ences between the OAS and the derivative of the extinction spectrum,
although these effects are generally quite small18 justifying our neglect
of them. In Fig. S1, we demonstrate that the similarity between OAS
and the differentiated extinction spectrum is consistent across the
bipyramids we have examined. It is worth mentioning that Hartland
had previously considered the Fourier transform magnitude of pho-
nons in gold nanospheres as a function of wavelength and found a
maximum magnitude at a wavelength red of the LSPR.15 That obser-
vation was likely the result of the same trend we describe above as it
was caused by an analogous phenomenon.

In addition to confirming these conventional assumptions
about acoustic phonons, OAS provides a method of deconstruct-
ing inhomogeneity in the ensemble. Phonon frequencies are
dependent on the particle geometry so particles with different sizes
oscillate at slightly different frequencies. These differences cause
inhomogeneous dephasing which dominate dynamics in most
nanoparticle ensembles1,2 and consequently highly monodisperse
nanoparticles—including gold bipyramids—are the focus of many
coherent acoustic phonon studies.3,5,14,16–18 However, in the anal-
ysis of such systems, inhomogeneity is considered only in the con-
text of dephasing rates without considering that different particles
present different extinction spectra and oscillation frequencies.
There have also been some single particle measurements on
coherent acoustic phonons which are able to circumvent issues of
inhomogeneity,6–8,11 but phonon-driven application will require
ensembles of nanomaterials. OAS resolves the issue of inhomoge-
neity by considering the oscillation frequency at every wavelength

independently. Figure 2(c) which shows a 2D map of the OAS.
These are the same positive and negative features as shown in
Fig. 2(b)—which is essentially a line cut of this 2D map—but these
two features have distinct spectral-phonon frequency behaviors.
Notably, the longer wavelength features tend to exhibit larger
average periods. The oscillation period is known to increase with
the particle length and the LSPR wavelength increases with the
aspect ratio (length over width). It therefore makes sense that
longer bipyramids also have higher aspect ratios resulting in the
observed trend.

This methodology can also be applied to systems that exhibit
more complex transient optical signals such as OPENs. Figure 3(a)
shows a 2D TA map of the bipyramids from Figs. 1 and 2 decorated
with a thiacarbocyanine dye, 2,20-dimethyl-8-phenyl-5,6,50,60-dibenzo-
thiacarbocyanine chloride (TCC). Following functionalization, the
bipyramids electronically couple with TCC, resulting in two hybrid-
ized resonances with a Rabi splitting of 120meV.3 The TA spectra of
the resulting ensemble system exhibits oscillatory behavior across its
entire extinction spectrum from the coherent acoustic phonons of the
bipyramids. These oscillations are quite challenging to interpret; in
addition to having nonoscillatory dynamics to contend with, the
extinction has a complex line shape making it difficult to extract the
phonon induced spectral changes. As a result, previous analysis3 was
simplistic although, some insight into the underlying phenomena was
gained. First, based on qualitative observations, it was argued that peak
positions shift in phase with each other. Specifically, both hybridized
resonances increase in energy and then, together, decrease in energy.
This trend is consistent with predictions from a simple coupled oscilla-
tor model36 as is used to describe plasmon-exciton coupling.37,38

Second, based on Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) calcula-
tions, it was argued that the peak intensities change out of phase with
one another; while one increases, the other decreases. This was inter-
preted through the lens of most of the oscillator strength of the reso-
nances coming from the bipyramids rather than the TCC molecules.
As acoustic phonons cause the LSPR to redshift; the redder peak has a

FIG. 3. (a) A 2D TA map of a gold bipyramid ensemble functionalized with TCC to
create an OPEN. (b) A 2D OAS map of the OPEN ensemble. (c) Normalized extinc-
tion spectrum of the OPEN ensemble (solid black), the derivative of that spectrum
with respect to photon energy (dashed black), and the OAS (solid red).
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relatively more bipyramid character and thus a higher extinction cross
section. While the experimental results were consistent with these sci-
entific explanations, the spectra were sufficiently complex so that the
experimental results merely supported models rather than providing
independent information on which models could be built.

Fortunately, OAS is agnostic to the line shape and can overcome
this complexity. It is briefly worth noting that OPENs exhibit the same
simple phase behavior as bipyramids (Fig. S2) as they have the same
underlying phenomenon of coherent acoustic phonons, validating the
usage of the OAS. The 2D map of the OAS is displayed in Fig. 3(b).
There is an overall shift in frequency with the maximum Fourier trans-
form magnitude at a frequency of 28.2GHz/35.4 ps period (FWHM
8.2GHz). This change to lower frequency is likely due to the mass
added by the dye, further conveying the prospective utility of gold
bipyramids in mass sensing applications.14 Relatedly, the period of the
oscillations in the hybridized systems seems to be longer at bluer wave-
lengths. This may be due to the fact that the higher-energy peak is
more TCC-like in character, as it should be more intense for particles
that have more TCC attached to the bipyramid, which would increase
the oscillation period.

The OAS at the maximum Fourier transform magnitude is
shown in Fig. 3(c) along with the static extinction spectrum and the
derivative of the static extinction spectrum. In contrast to bare gold
bipyramids, the OAS of an OPEN sample resembles—but does not
match—the derivative of its extinction spectrum. This difference sug-
gests that the behavior is more complex than a simple shift in the peak
position. However, the shape of the OAS could be explained by
changes in the relative amplitude of the two peaks. The spectral region
between the two peaks would have competing factors from changes in
the peak amplitude and peak position changes which could result in
the observed reduced oscillation strength and phase behavior. This
trend is indeed observed in Fig. S3(a) where the OAS is added or sub-
tracted from the static extinction spectrum. It becomes clear that parti-
cle expansion causes both resonances to red shift with the redder peak
increasing in intensity and the bluer peak decreasing in intensity.
Conversely, particle contraction causes the peaks to blue shift with the
bluer peak increasing in intensity while the redder peak decreases
in intensity. It is worth comparing these results to theoretical (electro-
dynamics combined with continuum mechanics) calculations that
were used to generate the original scientific model.3 To accomplish
this task, we performed a series of FDTD calculations. Bipyramids
were coated with a TCC layer and then were expanded or contracted
1% along their lowest order acoustic phonon mode. The extinction
spectra of these modified particles, along with those of the particle in
its original geometry are also shown in Fig. S3(b). These calculations
and the experimental data analyzed with OAS are strikingly similar,
demonstrating experimental evidence of the proposed model.

In addition to improving our specific understanding of this nano-
particle system, it is worth considering the utility of OAS in several
contexts. A major strength of OAS is its simplicity, which makes it
scalable for especially complex or crowded spectra. For example, if
there were multiple phonons of different frequencies affecting the
dynamics at similar wavelengths, their separation in frequency space
would make it trivial for OAS to separate their effects. Further, due to
its lack of assumptions about line shape, it could also be used to evalu-
ate changes in the peak width or even the emergence of additional
resonances. While this work uses OAS in the context of broadband

probes, this strategy could be employed with a more limited set of
probe wavelengths. For example, examining the oscillation phase and
amplitude at the extinction maximum relative to the derivative maxi-
mum of the extinction spectrum (two separate wavelengths) could
help identify whether a resonance is changing in energy, as observed
here, or changing in amplitude as has been observed in TiO2.

10 Fewer
probe wavelengths monitored impede deconvolution of multifarious
spectra, and many more than two wavelengths, around ten, would
be needed to evaluate the behavior of OPENs. In other words, the num-
ber and selection of the wavelengths required depends on the complex-
ity of the spectral changes induced by the oscillatory phenomenon.

In conclusion, we have described OAS and applied it to analyze
coherent acoustic phonons in nanomaterials. We validated the assump-
tion that phonons cause shifts in LSPR energy—with minimal changes
in the line shape—while refining insights into sample inhomogeneity.
OAS also experimentally validated previously suggested models of
phonon-induced changes in plasmon-exciton coupling in OPENs. This
general strategy could be used to analyze oscillatory effects, such as
from phonons or other periodic signals, on arbitrarily complex systems
and aid in the design of applications that use the coherent phonons of
nanomaterials.

See the supplementary material for OAS analysis of another gold
bipyramid ensemble, relative phase analysis, theoretical calculation
results pertaining to particle expansion, and additional experimental
methods.
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